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FOM•ORD

"uThermal Coaduction and Ion Temperatures in the Ionosphese"

Bives the results of a study of the ion energy balance in the ionosphere.

This paper will be pubtishe(t during 1966 in Earth and Planetary Science

Letters.

AVAk4T-PIOPOS

"Thermal Conduction and Ion Temperatures in the Ionosphere"

prdoente lee r~sultats d'une itude du bilan dnergdtique des ions dans

1.'ionosph6re. Ce travail sera publid en 1966 dana Earth and Planetary

Science Letters.

VOORWOORD

"Thermal Conduction and Ion Tcmperatures in the Ionosphere"

geeft de resultaten van een onderzoek betreffende de energiebalans van

de ionen in de ionosfeer. Dit artikel zal in 1966 in Earth and

Planetary Science Letters verschijnen.

VORWORT

"Thermal Conduction and Ion Temperatures in the Ionosphere"

gibt die Resultate einer Forschung betreffs der lonanonergiebilanz

in der Ionosphflre. Diese Arbeit wird im laufenden 1966 in Earth and

Planetary Science Letters herausgegeben werden.



THIERMAL CONDUCTION AND ION TEMPA.TURES IN THE IONOSPHERE

by

Peter M. BANKS

Abst acc

An analysis is made if the tor energy balance equation for the

ionosphere including the effects of 4? HeJ+J, and Hi' ions, thermal conduc-

tion, and the cooling by atomic hydrogen arvd helium. It is shown that

thermal conduction strongiy affects the ion temperature profile for con-

ditions of moderate and low electron densitias and that the higb altitude

ion temperature can be stgnificantlly less than the electron temperaturu.

In addition, M in concentrations as low as to% of the total ion density

is found to be a major recipient of heat from the ionospheric electron

?as and has an important influence upon the total ion energy budget.

Rdsumd

Oni prdsente une analyse du bilan da.ergdtique des ions dans

lV.onosphare, en tenant compte de l'1.nfluemce de 0+, Re+ et H , de Ia

conduction thermique et do refroidissement par l'hydrogane atonique et

par l'hdlium. On montre ainsi que la coaduct:ion thermW.que modifie le

profil d; l1 rerap~rat;re &.onique pour des densitts dlectroniques moddrdes

2L faibles. A hautz altitude, la tempdrature ionique peut Otre nettement

inf~rleure a la temperature d-ectronique. D'autre part, une concentration

H atteignant b pein2 10% de la concentration icnique totale set capable

d&abdurber une grande quantitY, de chaleur ct influence d&s lots la bilan

dnirgdtique tota.' des ions.
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Sainenvatting

Er vordt eon analyse gegeven vaa de energiebalants van de lonen

iz dQa tonoaf.eer. Men houdt hierbij reksaing met de invloed van 0 +, He +

en R + , met do thermischeg geleiding en m7et di, afkoeling veroorzaakt door

atomaire waterstof en helium. Zveneens wordt do sterke Invload aange-

toond van de theruische geleiding op hvt ione.ntemperatuur-profie1 voor

gamatigde en keiene elektronendichtheden. Op grote hoogte. kan de io-er2-

temperatuur juist lager liggen dan do elektrcinentemperat-iur. Anderzijds

is do cancantratte aan H + die nauwelijks 107, van da totale ionencencnen-

tratie bedrangt, in staat om sen grote hoeveelbeid warmte op te slorpen en

aidus do totale energiebalans van do ionen to betnvloeden.

Zusaimenfassung

Die lonen 0 +.. He +und H~ + die Wur~eleitung und die Abkuhlung

durch atomischen Wasserstoff und Heliu.m werden in der Ioneneinergiebilanz

bertteksichtigt. So sieht man, dass die Warmeleitung, fur -Wsaigen u~nd

niedrigen Elektronendichiten, die Ionentemperatur ver~ndert und dass, far

grossen Hohen, die lonentemperatur kj~einer aiB dxe Elektronantemperatur

ael.n kann. Anderseets, findet man, dass eine relative Dichte voA H von

10 Prozent elne vichtige Quantit~t der W~rme. absorbiert und s0 &iif die

Energiebilanz der Ionen einvirkt.
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1.- X(£RODUCMION

Through numerous experimentL It has been determined that the

electron temperattre above 150 km is consistentlyv higher than the teinpera-

ture of the neutral atrmosphere. To explain this state of thermal vonequi-

librium, a numiber of theoretica) studies have been made of the electron

heat budget equation usirg ;%hotoionization as the principal electron gasS1, 2.3, ,5. 1
energy source[ The most recent of these analysesaJ given

results in general agreeneat with current measurements but, because the

eleztron temperature is very sensistive to minor changes in the solar EUV

flux, the electron density, and the uagnitude of the assumed mechanis'U of

electron energy loss, a high degree of correspondence cennot be expecte~d

at the ?rusent time.

The primary source of electron energy loss above 300 km altitude

occurs by means of elastic collistons between electrons and the ambient

ions. The ions, in turn, transfer this excess thermal energy to the neutral
[3]

gases of the atmosphere. Hanson(3 was the first to point out that, because

the density of the neutral atmosphere decreasesmuch more rapidly than that of

the electron gas, the ion temperature should have a pronounced altitude de-

pendence in response to the electron heating, increasing gradually from the

neutral gas temperature near 300 km to the electron temporatute above 800 km.

Experimental support for the transition behavior of the ion tenqt-

rature can be inferred from satellite measurements [6] and incoherent redio

backscatter data [7,81 It is necessary to point out, however, that although

the results of Hanson[3] indicate that the electron and ion temperatures

should be approximately eua]. at high altitudes, in fact, in the available

experimental data [E#7#8g9 there appear to be sigitificant deviations of the

ion temperature towards values which are consistently loier than the elec-

tron temperature, even in the atmoipherLc regions where the ion-neutral

energy losses are not effective In cooling the ion gas. Further, in the

regions 400-600 km it is difficult to match the calculated values of ion
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te6perature v'ith th,)&S actually r-easuared under conditions of low electron

dengity.

'.eo rec<-nci-le Lhe diffevences between theory and experiment, a

reanalysis bas been rade of the ion energy balance equations to include

the previously neglected effects of ion thermal conduction, the presence

of Ht and RI+ Lotts, and the cooliug by atomic hydrogen and helium. The

r~lults, presented in this papar, indicate that ion heat conduction can

play an iimprtant part in determining the profiles of ion temperature,

leadtng t.o va•ues which are considerably below the electron temperature.

It is also shown that: H ions are important in the over-all ion energy

balance, even in concentrations less than 10% of the total ion density.

1I1.- ION ENMaCY BALANCE

The time dependent energy balance equation for the -ion gases of

the ionosphere is

aU iat" P1 " Li " V.q 1  (1)

where Ui - 3/2 nik Ti is the ion thermal energy per unit volume, ni - n(O +)+

n(He ) + n(H +) is the total ion number dnsity, k is Boltzmann's constant,

Ti1s the ion temperature (for a discussion o~f ion temperature coupling,

see:&. ?P is the rate of ion gas ener:gy production, Li is the rate of

energy loss to the neutral atmosphere, and qi is the ion heat flux arising

from conduction and diffusion effects.

Under the influence of thermal conduction and the non-local hea-

ting effects of photoelectrons, it is found [5,71 that the electron tempe-

rature Lbove 30C km is significantly areater that the temperature of the

neutral at-nosphere, thus providing a heat source for the ion gases. By

means of electron-ion collisions, the electron gas of temperature T ande
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density n transfers energy to the ions at the rates,
e

P (O - 4.8 x 10-7n n(O+) [T+e- Ti Te-3/2 (2a)

6~n [T+ -3/2
Pi(He+)- 1.9 x 10" nen(He+[Te - T i T e3/2 (2b)
P(H + 7.7 x 1.0 "nn(H+) - T T /2ev c ec , (2c)

+ e- T' i e -3 -1
whih ae n te rtis 4 H+ H+

which are in the ratios '6:4:16. Thus, the heating rates for He and H are

equal t3 the 0 rate when n(He )/n(O +) - 0.25 and n(I +)/n(O +) - 0.063,

respectively, implying the electrou energy transfer tq the He+ and H+

ions plays an important part in the overall ion energy balance.

The rates of ion energy loss ce ntutral 3ases by zteans of elastic

collisions have been discussed recencly [10,1.2' art. these results arc. adopted

for this study. Briefly, for ions in parent gases the process of resonance

charge exchange is dominant, while for ions in unlike gases the polari-atien

interaction alone is assumed to be acting. For H+ and 0 in atomic oxygen

and hydrogen, the effecto ofl accidentally resonant charge ex,:hange have been

included.

The heat flux, qit can be evaluated for a magnetic field-free

medium as, neglecting thermal diffusion, [131

q, =" K'ýT + 5,2 nkT C (3)

where Ki is the ion thermal conductivity awl Ci is the ion diffusion velo-

city relatMe to the mass velocity of the co'abined ion gas and the neutral

atinwsphere. The evaluation of the two terias in (3) shows that heat con-

duction is generally dominant, but that th:re are some circumstances, espe-

cially for low temperatures and iarge ion densities, when the diffusion con-

tribution resulting frcm a downward flux of ions zatinot be neglected. How-

ever, because the calculation of C1 requires the solution of the coupled ica

temperature and density equations for conditions of chemical and diffusive

equilibrium, it is difficult to adopt reliable vilues. Hence, in this

analysis we take Ci - 0 and deal only with the heat flux arising from ionanayss w alslE romio
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temperature gradients in an equilibrium distribution of ion gases.

The calculation of Ki for a single ion gas follows from the work
[14]

of ChapMA.[ an,

Ki - 4.6 x 104 T1 5/ 2 /A 1A/2 -1 -l OK-1 (4)

where A is the ion mass in atomic units. Unlike the electron thermal con-

ductivity, it is not nacessary to include a thermoelectric reduction factor

or, for altittides above 300 km, to coneider the effects of ion-neutral col-

lisions (16]

For the ion gas of the ionosphere, an extension of (4) must be

made to include the effects of differing conductivities for each ion species.

An exact exptesaion is difficult to obtain and for the present analysis an

approximate, density weighted, conductivity has been used in the form

4 5/2 -1 -1-1
K 1.15 x 10 T [nn(O+) + 2n(He+) + 4n(H+)] / ne ev cm sec .K (5)

When the effect of the earth's magnetic field is considered it is

foc.ndL131 that there is heat flow only along the lines of geomagnetic force.

To include the influence of the inclination of the field lines upon ver-

tical profiles of ion temperature, we introduce the magnetic dip angle, I,

and rewrite (1) as

2 id dTi
- P -L + sin2 1 d [K d- 1 (6)

where z is a vertical coordinate.

The solution of (6) for the ion temperature profile requires a

knowledge of the electron and ion densities in the upper ionosphere. Follo-

wing recent work[I0,17], we adopt a state of 0 diffusi.ve equilibrium above

340 km while taking H+ and He+ to be in chemical equilibrium with N2 , 02P
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and 0 to an altitude of 500 kin, above which a condition of ternary ion
r17]

diffusive equilibrium is appliedl7.

The numerical solution of (6) requires a choice of ion temperature

boundary conditions which relate to the influences of ion energy production

outside the region of analysis. For the lowur boundary condition It is

assumed that conduction is ineffective at 300 km and the ion temperature

is taken as the solution to (6) with K,- 0. At the upper limit

(z - 1300 km) it is convenient to take dT%/dz - 0 and neglect the heat

conducted downwards from higher regions.

III.- RESULTS

The ion energy balance haa been solved numerically for steady-

state conditions (OUli/at - 0) using three atmospheric models of Nicolet [18

to represent the effects of changing aeronomic conditions. Throughout all

calculations the electron temperature has been trer.ted as a parameter which

has the same value for all altitudes.

Several points of interest have been found. First, it appears that

the ion thermal conduction can play an important part in determining the shape

of the ion temperature profile at high altitudes, yielding, for a constant T e

isothermal values which are significantly less than the electron temperature.

This effect is shown in curve l of Figure I where a 1000K neutral atmosphere

has been used with only 0 ions present. The electron temperature was ta-

ken as 2500°K, I - 900, and the electron density determined from the boun-
5 -3dary condition n - 2 x 10 cm at 340 km. For curve 1 the cooling effectse

of atomic hydrogen and helium have not been included. To show the impor-

tance of thermal conduction, curve 2 (broken line) haF been calculated

with K! - 0. Since this choice for Ki is equivalent to the conditions found

at the geomagnetic equator, it is seen that for identical aeronomic para-

meters the ion and electron temperature separation would have a range of
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is

3~41

T Ti Ti Tj T
0* * O 61

H., H He, H no HeH

: ~~1100 --

r ,/
2 J/

Ti .
- -.. 0 ,no conduction

.,," '"'"T = 2tO00 KSoC, •iTe = 2600"K.

1n ,, 2 x1 0cm"3 at 340km
1 390

TEMPERATURE (OK)

Fig. 1, - Ion temperatures with an elqctrca temperature of 25000K and neu-
- tral gas temperature of 10000K, for a magnetic dip angle of 90g

with t electron density of 2xlO5cm"3 at 340 km. Curve 1 inclu-
des 0 icna and thermal conduction but neglects cooling by He
and H. In curve 2 the same conditions are used with no '-rmal
conduction. Curve 3 includes 0+ ions, therval conduction, He
and H. Curve 4 represents the final result with 0+, H1& He, H
and thermal conduction.
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350'9 between the geomagnetic equator and poles,

A second effect ozcurs when atomL- hyec~ogen and helium are in-

cluded in the 0 e+nevrgy los1 . Curve 3 of Figure 1 shows that, foz the model

chosen here, the high altitude cooling, along with thermal cuniirtxon,

reduces the isothermal value of the ion tewlerature to 15501-. The iutrc-

duction of H as part of the ionic compositioti reverses this situ&tion,

hiowever, by providing an important source of ion heating at high altitudes.

As shown oV curve 4 of Figure 1, this results in an increase of 4.00K in

the isothemal ion cemperature. In fact, the profile obtained for the

ion temperature.omitting the effects of H is very similar to the pzo-

file found when H , He, and H are included. The basi3 for this near

equalicy lies in the counterbalancing of the superior heating rate of R÷

by the large It charge exchange energy loss rate to atomic hydrogen and

an improved ion thermal cond~uctivity. The important point to note is that

for the adopted model, the ion temperature is calculated to be about 5000K

less than the electron temperature. The effects of He÷, which are nct shown

here, do not appear to be large and can be neglected in a first analysis.

The value of the electron density is important in determi-.ing the

ion temperature profile. At high altitudes, where ion cooling by the

neutral gases is ineffective, conduction must carry away the heat obtained

from the electron gas. The chang'.s brought about by varying the electroni

density boundary condition at 340 km are shown in Figure 2 for n e- xlO 5

5 5 6 -3 e +2x1O , 5xlO , and lxlO cm with T - 1000 0 K, T = 2500 0 K, and both 0 ande

H+ ions being included. It is seen that ion heat conduction is generally

important during conditions of low electron density or, more exactly, when

the high altitude energy production rate is small. For enchanced electron

d&nsitieB3 at high altitudes, the ion conductivity is not large enongh to

transport downwards the energy produced ita the ion gav following moderate

separations between the ion and electron temperatures.
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ISO"

T a WO00°K

11300- "r=To 2 5000 K

= 90

1100- * T Te

5 -3
I 1 /

-Ix 05m"

f 2 xlO

700- / 5 x 105
1 x 106

5o00

lo00 1500 2000 2500

TEMPERATURE (°K)

Fig. 2.- Effectn, of changing electron density boundary conditions upon ion
temperatures with the electron density varying from 10 5 to 106 cm- 3 .



Changes in the neutral atmosphere affect the ion temperature pro-

files by shifting the region of ion-neutral temperature decoupling with

respect to the electron density profile. This effect is shown in Figure 3

where model atmospheres corresponding to neutral thermospheric temperatures

of -OO0, 10000, and 1394 0 K have been used with T - 25000K and n - 2x1O 5cm3.
e e

The result, which is due to a combination of thermal conduction and change

in the ion heating rate, is that for given values of electron temperature

and density, the high altitude ion temperature decreases slightly with

increasing neutral gas temperatures.

As a final point, a comparison has beer made between the theore-

tical Calculations based upon (6) with 0+ and H+ ions, and the radar ob-

servations of Evans[7]. By choosing n = 3.4 x 105 cm"3 at 300 kin,
eT - 2600Y., and T - IO000*K to match the observed parameters for 120C EST,

September, 1963, the results shown in Figure 4 have been obtained. The

squares represent the experimental data, while the solid curve represents

the theoretical result.

To evaluate the influence of diffusion (see discussion following

(3)), which has not been included here, .the divergence of the second term Ln

(4) has been computed using the final results of the ion temperature and

electron density profiles. For the diffusion effect to have an importance

equal to that of thermal conduction, it is found that the ion diffusion
3 1-velocity, C i would have to be about 7xlO cm sec which, for the con-

ditions incd.icated by Evands data, appears to be too large to represent the

true physical situation.

As a test for the existence of large ion diffusion velocities which

could alter the ion temperature profile, it is noted that a net motion of3 -I
7 x 103 cm sec would yield a doppler shift of nearly 200 cycles/sec at a

radar frequency of 430 Mc/sec. Hence, aloog with an asyuaetry in the

characteristic electron temperature peaks there should occur a detectable

shift in the radar spectra half power points.
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S900-

-J
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0 600-

700- T~ 1394 K( 1000
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3oo L__ . . _ __
1000 1600 2000 250(o

ION TEMPERATURE (OK)

Fig. 3.- Effects of different models of the neutral atmosphere upon ion tea-
peratures. The chosen models have thermospheric temperatures of
800, 10000 a, 13940K.
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500-

a Data from EVANS [7]
for 1200 EST, Sept. 1963

n• = 3.4 x 105 cm"3 at 300 km

4Wo- T = 10000 K

Te = 26000 K

3 0 0 1 1_I
1000 1500 2000 2500

ION TEMPERATURE (OK)

Fig. 4.- Comparison of calculated and measured ion temperatures. The so-
lid curve was calculated using a 10000K po4el neutral atmosphere
and the experimental parameterc of Rvanu '. The squares indica-

,ýe the measured values.
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IV.- CO•CLUSIONS

From the present analysis it is concluded that thermal conduction

withinr the ion Bases of the ionosphere can be important in maintaining the

high altitude ion temperature at values less than the electron temperature.

'Further, an ion energy budget which does not include both H ( and perhaps

He ) an-d the presence of atomic hydrogen and helium cannot be expected to

yield temperature prcfiles which agree with expe1t7ment.al data. The effect

of ion cooling at high altitudes by maans of downwards diffusion, although

no'. included here, may also be important tinder particular conditions in

further increasing the reparation bet.ween the ion and electron temperatures.

CUanges in the paramatera of the charged and neutral atmosphereo

affect the importance of thermal conduction in the ion energy balance.

Increases in the atmospheric temperature lead, for identical electron tem-

peratures and charged particle densities, to a decrease in the high alti-

tude ion temperature. Likewise, increagee in the ovet-all electron dtnei-

ty can be expected to increase the ion temperature and decrease the ion dnU

electron temperature separation.

Since the effectivetness of the ion heat conduction term depends

upon the dip angle of the earth's magnetic field, the separation of tem-

peratures at high altitudes should be larger for higher geomagnetic lati-
[8]

tudes. Thus, when the data of Farleys j, taken at the geomagnetic equator,

is compared with the results of Evans [7, and Doupnik and Nisbet[9j, there

is some indication that there are increases in the temperature separations

for the higher latitude sites.
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